
AUDITION
GUIDE2022



You have nothing to

prove, only to share!

This audition guide is  chock-full of very important information regarding Flight 2021-2022. It is
expected that you sit down and read this packet diligently with a parent or guardian before
committing to an audition. A parent signature is needed on the audition form - make sure you share
this packet with them!

While there is a great deal of information in this packet, there are still many gaps in the information
and details that will be shared at the Flight Member + Parent meeting later this fall. 

BREATHE! This process is not meant to scare or intimidate you in any way - we are all rooting for
you and WANT you to be successful! If you have any questions or need help, ask current or former
members - they all want to help! They are more than willing to help teach you the dance or give you
pointers on how to survive auditions. We are looking for quality humans - do not think you are not
a good enough singer or a good enough dancer to make the group - we need all kinds of humans to
make what we do work. Bravo to you for stepping out of your comfort zone and challenging
yourself! You can do it!  As always, if you have any questions, stop in the choir room or shoot Ms. K
an email! kassandra.krause@cusd200.org

WE ARE LOOKING FOR
POTENTIAL, NOT PERFECTION

EVERYONE LOVES A COMEBACK



FLIGHT'S PILLARS OF EXCELLENCE
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FLIGHT'S 2022 MOTTO
EVERYTHING IS

FIGUREITOUTABLE
WE ARE BACK IN ACTION, BUT ALSO PREPARED TO 

'COPE + ADJUST' IF NECESSARY



AUDITION OVERVIEW

AUDITION FORMS
REGISTRATION FORM
TEACHER REC FORM 

INTRO VIDEO - RECORDING

VOCAL AUDITION - RECORDING

DANCE AUDITION - IN PERSON

NEW + 1 YEAR MEMBERS

DUE TUESDAY, SEPT 28
DUE THURSDAY, SEPT 30

DUE THURSDAY, SEPT 30

DUE THURSDAY, SEPT 30

IN PERSON ON THURSDAY, SEPT 30

     SOMEWHERE OVER THE RAINBOW 
TREBLE VOICES

     OLD MAN RIVER
     OH WHAT A BEAUTIFUL MORNIN'

BASS VOICES
OR

     SOMEWHERE OVER THE RAINBOW 

     OLD MAN RIVER
     OH WHAT A BEAUTIFUL MORNIN'

AUDITION FORMS

REGISTRATION FORM

LEADERSHIP TEAM

VOCAL AUDITION - RECORDING

DANCE AUDITION - IN PERSON

3RD + 4TH YEAR MEMBERS

DUE TUESDAY, SEPT 28

OPTIONAL - DUE FRIDAY, OCTOBER 1

DUE THURSDAY, SEPT 30

IN PERSON ON THURSDAY, SEPT 30

TREBLE VOICES

BASS VOICES
OR

- TEAM MINDSET

- ACCOUNTABILITY

- HUMBLE

- SELF-STARTER

- PROBLEM SOLVER

- RELIABLE

- ABILITY TO MANAGE 

   TIME + STRESS

- COMMITMENT TO   

   EXCELLENCE

- CITIZENSHIP IN 

   CLASSROOM + BEYOND

- CONFIDENCE

- AUTHENTICITY

- KINDNESS

- INCLUSIVITY

BEYOND THE
AUDITION

WHAT ARE WE LOOKING 
FOR IN YOU BEYOND 

THE SINGING + DANCING?



GENERAL
INFORMATION 1

The show choir season lasts throughout the school year and requires a lot of commitment

outside of the school day. 

Attendance at all performances is required with very few exceptions. Though we make

efforts to work around student schedules, attendance at all performances, dress rehearsals,

and choreography rehearsals are mandatory.  

Q: Can I be in a sport and in Flight?

A: Of course! The only sports that Flight conflicts with are winter sports as that is our competition season.

Fall and Spring sports are completely manageable!

 

Q: Do I have to be in choir to be in Flight?

A: It is expected that you are in a curricular choir if you are in Flight as Flight is an extension of the choral

program, but due to this year's season beginning after the school year has begun, it is not a requirement. 

 

Q: What if I have no experience?

A: No big deal! We are looking for quality human beings that are committed and willing to work hard to

hone their singing and dancing skills. Think you’re a good singer but not a dancer or vice versa? Good news

– Ms. K, Stephen, Ana, and Connor are here to TEACH you the skills you need! Give it a shot! You have

nothing to lose and everything to gain.

Q: What do I do if I don’t make it?

A: The first thing I would suggest: JOIN A CURRICULAR CHOIR! There is no greater tool to help you gain

more musical skill than to be singing every day. Plus, you’ll get to know more people in the program, gain

confidence as a musician and a performer, and meet some amazing people! It isn't too late to register for

choir second semester! 

Q: Do current members need to audition too?

A: Yes, all members looking to be in Flight 2021-2022 will need to audition.

Q: How many people will you take?

A: Show Choir will have a limited number of participants, typically around 46-56. The total number in the

ensemble will be determined based on a variety of factors including: total number auditioning, numbers in

specific vocal parts, etc. Individual and group dynamics will also be a weighted factor in the process.



There are still several details of the season that are not set in stone or approved at the appropriate

building + district levels. We have been waiting to finalize certain decisions until we knew the extent

of how Covid was going to restrict our season. At this point in time, we are planning a normal

competitive season - everything will be as it has been in the past with the addition of wearing masks.

We will adjust throughout the season if/when state or local mandates require us to change course. 

Even though there are gaps in the information you would typically receive at this info meeting, rest

assured there are a lot of people working hard behind the scenes to make sure we are providing the

best season possible while always keeping student safety a priority. There are more details later in the

presentation about what our safety protocols will look like at this point in time. 

We are holding auditions now, before all of the details are worked out, so that we can measure the

members ASAP in order to design and order our costuming for the show. This is a long process, and

with the trouble the supply chain and shipping companies have been seeing as of late, we want to be

ahead of the game. We will hold a meeting with members and their parents once Flight has been

selected. All of the fine details of the season will be discussed then.

GENERAL
INFORMATION 2

DISCLAIMER



GENERAL
INFORMATION 3

The 2022 Flight season will run late October-March and will require a great deal of

commitment.  Attendance at all performances is MANDATORY.  

Though we make efforts to work around student schedules, it is also mandatory for

students to attend all dress rehearsals, dance rehearsals with our choreographer, and

all rehearsals the week of a competition.

Essentially, Flight will need to be your only winter commitment (IHSA does not allow

you to compete in two competitive activities in the same season - this means no

basketball, wrestling, varsity speech, competitive dance, competitive cheer, or

steppers).

A FINAL calendar with detailed dates will be given at the member meeting when the

group is selected in a couple weeks. 



REHEARSAL
STRUCTURE

Previously we held 2 three-hour rehearsals a week 6-9 pm

 THIS SEASON will be 3 two-hour rehearsals  a week following the format below: 

        TUESDAYS | 4:00-6:00 | Choreo Rehearsals

        WEDNESDAYS | 2:30-4:30 | Music Rehearsals

        THURSDAYS | 4:00-6:00 | Full Rehearsal

BEGIN: October with team building. This is being worked around fall play, marching

band, and as many fall sports as possible. Your fall activity will take priority until we

enter the winter season or your fall season has ended. 

END: While the official comp dates are still being finalized (pending a trip), we will be

ending comp season at WWS on Saturday, March 12. Our final performance will be

the following Thursday at WN - Flight Fest. 

GENERAL
CALENDAR



FINANCIAL COMMITMENT

The operational cost of a competitive show choir is significant, and we are entirely self-funded:
buses, costumes, show design, competition entry, choreography, music (etc.) are entirely
covered by our organization and not the district or IHSA. The only school or district funds we
receive are 2 staff stipends. 

Students will be given a variety of opportunities to fundraise this amount. Details will be given
at the parent meeting for selected Flight members, but this year we will be adding 2 more
individual fundraisers for students to participate in to offset their fees if they choose.

$1,500 - Fee for show choir singer/dancer participation

Payment 1: $250 Due OCTOBER 15
Payment 2: $250 Due NOVEMBER 15
Payment 3: $250 Due DECEMBER 15
Payment 3: $250 Due JANUARY 15
Payment 3: $250 Due FEBRUARY 15
Payment 3: $250 Due MARCH 15 

Recognizing that this is a considerable cost to any family, we will continue to work diligently to
provide fundraising opportunities for students to be able to offset the costs associated with
show choir. All students are encouraged and welcomed to be a part of Flight, and no student
will be turned away due to financial hardship.

Costuming: Custom costuming, fabric and pattern work, organization, cleaning,
alterations, repair, and costume shipping costs. 
Choreography, including travel expenses, housing, and hourly rates/fees.
Jewelry/Accessories for the performing choir (earrings, props, etc.) 
Custom Arrangements, including copyright permissions, arranger fees, recorded
tracked accompaniment, instrumental arrangements. 
Group Tees, which are also custom-designed with our show logos and artwork. 
Contest Fees, charged by each event for student admission. 
Set Design/Recurring Expenses, including special effects, sound equipment, and any
unforeseen costs for maintenance. 
Clinician Workshops
Transportation to and from competitions - the district does not provide buses because
we are not IHSA sanctioned.
Truck Rentals/Fuel Costs, for our equipment when traveling 
Costume Maintenance, including additional sewing needs, spare items, and other
necessities/incidentals when we are on the road. 
All fees are offset by our Housewalk + Calendar Raffle Fundraiser. These are what
allows us to keep our fees as low as they are (I know they don't LOOK low, but a
competitive show choir is simply PRICEY!)
All PPE necessary for a safe season 
Hotel stays for overnight competitions 

We know that the fees for show choir can be a sticker shock! The costs figured in above
come from these areas and more: 



Results of auditions will be posted on www.wnflight.com on or before Tuesday,

October 8. 

The show choirs will include approximately 44-60 Singer/Dancers. Spots are

determined by the vocal audition, dance audition, grades, attendance, work ethic

and other show-related factors. 

 

CALLBACKS:

We may use a callback day if needed. If there is a callback, we will post the details of

the callback expectations with the callback list.  

All lists will be sent in the remind and posted in classroom. 

Relax! Be YOU in the auditions! We are all rooting for you to succeed and want the

process to be a positive and encouraging one—we are here to build you up, not tear

you down. 

Please be prepared to accept your spot in Flight the day the list is posted. The deposit

to accept your spot is due October 15. 

CALLBACKS + RESULTS



AUDITION FORM
This is the only thing that is due before your in-person audition. 
PLEASE MAKE SURE THIS IS DONE BEFORE TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 28. 

You will be assigned your audition time based on this form, so please take care of it right away. It will take you a bit of
time to fill this out thoughtfully, so allow the time for it. 

Please complete this form on a computer or your Chromebook, not on a phone. 

Since you have to fill out each section before you can see the next section, here is a pdf version of what you will be
asked so you can prepare before you head through the form. A PARENT SIGNATURE IS NEEDED AT THE END! 

wnflight.paperform.coAUDITION FORM:

DANCE AUDITION
The audition website has all of the information you need including the dance instruction video,
timestamps to navigate the video, and the audio track being used for the audition. 

Get the basics down before the workshop and we will help you polish at the workshop! 

If you are looking for additional help, use the Google Classroom to comment or organize
meeting up with each other for help. Veteran members would LOVE to help new members -
they were once newbies, too, and are excited to help welcome and encourage anyone who
may be overwhelmed by the movement! YOU CAN DO IT, truly! This dance is being taught by
Flight's choreographer, Stephen Todd. 

You are scored on:

*it is .co - not .com

CLEAR, CONSISTENT EXECUTION OF MOVEMENTSSTRENGTH, CONTROL AND 
ACCURACY OF MOVEMENTS25

PROJECTION AND 
SHOWMANSHIP

 

ENERGY AND CONFIDENCE
EMOTION AND EXPRESSION20

MUSICALITY AND RHYTHM ABILITY TO ADAPT MOVEMENTS TO RHYTHM OF MUSIC10
KNOWLEDGE OF MOVEMENT

TECHNIQUE + STYLE25

10 ABILITY TO RECALL MOVEMENT WITHOUT ASSISTANCE

ATTENTION TO THE QUALITY OF MOVEMENT, BODY POSITION, 
     AND DEMONSTRATES UNDERSTANDING OF DANCE STYLE.

POTENTIAL10 DEMONSTRATES A WILLINGNESS TO LEARN AND HAS THE 
     BASIC SKILLS NEEDED TO EXECUTE A COMP SHOW

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1I7t5h3m0-vwsja6JpjgVekieGiJqfVqK/view?usp=sharing
http://www.wnflight.paperform.co/
http://www.wnflight.com/


Intro Video INSTRUCTIONS

Your first and last name
Your Current Grade
Your hobbies/other activities 
Why you want to be in Flight 
Fun Fact 
Special Skills 
Funny story about you
Something about you that really makes you YOU 
Include any talents or skills you can do IN the video if you want! You never know if
we will learn something about you that we can add to the show! 

Record an introduction of yourself giving us a sneak peek into who YOU are as a
human! It’s not that scary, I promise! Make sure you plan it out well. Writing a script in
advance will help prepare yourself to talk smoothly and comprehensively. However,
don’t look at the paper while recording yourself, act au natural. Practice a couple of
times so you can speak naturally, just like you would if you were in-person and
introducing yourself. 

SHOW US YOUR PERSONALITY + WHAT MAKES YOU YOU!
It should show us who you are as a person - you can make it whatever you want it to
be, there is no particular structure you must follow. Think “if I were making a video about
myself that I would want to go viral on TikTok, what would I do?” (y’all know I love a
TikTok reference). If it were me, I would for sure be using a TikTok method to introduce
myself, but that is part of my personality and I LOVE creating things. But I may follow a
script something like: 

HI! My name is Ms. K but my friends call me Kassy (with a K and a Y - I have never found a souvenir with
my name on it) and my nephews call me Auntie KK. I just got a puppy named Latti and she is the cutest
dog in America and has been the best decision I have ever made. I LOVE LEARNING ABOUT EVERYTHING
and lately have been learning about calligraphy and woodworking (through a series I am calling
Unsupervised DIY With KK) and dream of one day owning a little brick + mortar shop full of hand-
lettered designs, heirlooms, and stationery in an old historic building in a sweet little downtown. Building
community is my jam, and I love learning about new methods, stories, and ways of connecting humans
together. My special skills include: getting knots out of necklace chains, folding fitted sheets, and losing
my debit card (I am REALLY good at this). I am fascinated by the world, singing in a choir gives me a
thrill that nothing else can, and the Family of Flight members past and present is one of my most
treasured and cherished gifts. 

 

THINGS TO CONSIDER INCLUDING 
BOLD MEANS YOU MUST INCLUDE

Please do not wear a mask for your intro video - you will need to make sure you are recording in a place
that will allow you to safely record! 

DO NOT SEND YOUR VIDEOS TO ME VIA EMAIL OR SHARE THEM THROUGH GOOGLE DRIVE. You may only submit
your videos through the flip grid. 

THIS IS ONLY REQUIRED FOR NEW MEMBERS + 1 YEAR MEMBERS

S E P T E M B E R
SU MO TU WE TH FR SA
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RECORDING INSTRUCTIONS ARE HERE. 



RECORDING ON FLIP GRID

Click ADD RESPONSE when
you are ready to record. 3

Choose which video you want to record (Intro or Vocal)2

Access your group of Flip Grids in Google Classroom: 
New + 1 year members OR 2nd + 3rd year members1

When your recording is to
your liking, click next +
SUBMIT! 

4

These videos are private--the only people who will be able to
see them are the audition panel. When you have submitted,
you will not be able to edit or re-submit. Additionally, it will
look as though you are the only person who has recorded, but
you are not! I can see them all on my end. 

VIDEO RECORDINGS ARE DUE
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 30 AT 9PM

 

GOOGLE CLASS CODE
jekla42

 
 



Teacher Rec Form
INSTRUCTIONS

Use this script below to help you draft an email to the Wheaton North teacher of your
choice. 

Please only choose one teacher to ask fill out a recommendation for you. It is best to
choose a teacher who knows you well! It does not need to be a current teacher, but it
does need to be a WN teacher. 

Make sure you give them plenty of time to fill it out! This is due back by Thursday,
September 30, so send to your teacher no later than Monday! 

For your reference, here is an example of what they are asked to fill out. 

Hello Mr./Ms./Mrs. ___________!

I am auditioning for Flight, our competitive show choir here at Wheaton
North! We have been asked to receive a teacher recommendation prior to
our audition and I am hoping you would be willing to fill out this very quick
Google Form on my behalf. It should only take a couple of minutes!

(insert an anecdote about their class or the reasons why you think this
teacher would be a good choice to recommend you - be personal and
authentic!) 

If you'd prefer not to or do not have the time to complete this before
Thursday, September 30, please let me know and I will seek another
recommendation. I really appreciate your support in my audition process! 

Link to Google Form: https://forms.gle/TjsN7LhEB4XSWx5P7 

Thank you, 
YOUR NAME
CLASS YOU HAVE THE TEACHER (ex: 2nd Period Chemistry) 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NswB13QR7Kn-D4iE77dnfnLYn4RUa2J0/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NswB13QR7Kn-D4iE77dnfnLYn4RUa2J0/view?usp=sharing


Treble Voices
INSTRUCTIONS

You will all sing Somewhere Over the Rainbow with the provided track, but
with a little *spice*

     VERSE 1
     Somewhere over the rainbow, way up high,
     There's a land that I heard of once in a lullaby.

     VERSE 2
     Somewhere, over the rainbow, skies are blue
     And the dreams that you dare to dream really do come true.

     BRIDGE  
     One day I'll wish upon a star 
     And wake up where the clouds are far behind me!
     Where troubles melt like lemon drops
     Away above the chimney tops that's where you'll find me!

Verse 1: 
Sing as written - think choral sound and "technically" correct. Essentially you
are singing it as though this portion is a choral excerpt, sung exactly as the
dots are on the page, with the priorities being intonation, rhythmic and pitch
accuracy, and balance and blend. 

Verse 2: 
Sing with any style or variation that best fits your voice. Consider this part a
solo and sing freely and the way you would 'spice it up' if you were singing
with your friends in the car. Don't think about it too much, just sing in your
most natural style! More classical? GREAT! More jazzy? Awesome! Do you
like a folk or pop vibe? Yes please! Do YOU! You can always just sing what is
on the page if you don't feel comfortable putting your own spin or style into
it. You have the freedom to play with pitch + rhythm like you would with any
pop/musical theatre solo. 

Bridge
Continue to infuse your own style into the bridge! Avoid doing too much
here - stick to the pitches on the page but give yourself some room for
variation of tempo + rhythm,  



Treble Voices
2 BAR INTRO

VERSE 1



VERSE 2

BRIDGE



PRACTICE + 
PERFORMANCE TRACKS

DO NOT USE ANY SHEET MUSIC, REHEARSAL TRACKS,
OR PERFORMANCE TRACKS OTHER THAN THE TRACKS
LINKED BELOW. YOU MAY NOT ALTER OR EDIT YOUR
RECORDING IN ANY WAY, SHAPE, OR FORM, NOR
TRANSPOSE INTO THE KEY OF YOUR CHOICE. YOUR
AUDITION NEED NOT BE MEMORIZED. 

PERFORMANCE TRACK
Use this track to sing with on your audition recording. It's
accompaniment only. There is a 2 bar intro, just like in
the score and on the practice tracks. 

PRACTICE TRACK - AS WRITTEN
This track recording is sung as the piece is written. It is
good to know what it is supposed to be before making
any stylistic changes! It should all be free and feel
"purposely unscripted" 

AUDITION EXAMPLE
This is an example of what I would do if I were
auditioning. DO NOT MIMIC WHAT I DO, instead, use this
as an example of how you are free to make your own
choices after the first verse. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1T4_2CUGTkSU9orWkJtIRJeSzWqSjJMwd/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1t-bbSl-NO_RlsnHjAraeH6R7DMMXYD9o/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1t-bbSl-NO_RlsnHjAraeH6R7DMMXYD9o/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1t-bbSl-NO_RlsnHjAraeH6R7DMMXYD9o/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1f6TCzI8Ssovxkwg-GSKpI6uZ6IrCsGds/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1t-bbSl-NO_RlsnHjAraeH6R7DMMXYD9o/view?usp=sharing


You will record yourself using the accompaniment track provided.
You will do this directly on the private FlipGrid linked below. You will only be able to
access it if you have successfully joined our Google Classroom with your CUSD200
login. 
Play the performance track out loud and sing along with it, making certain we can
hear the accompaniment, too!
You should be standing up like you are in a real audition and we should see you
from the waist up.
This video cannot exceed 2 minutes - try to avoid silence at the beginning. 
Let us see your personality! 
Please do not wear a mask for your vocal audition, which means you will need to
make sure you are recording in a place that will allow you to safely record! 

LISTEN BACK TO YOUR AUDITION BEFORE YOU SUBMIT! You cannot edit after you
submit or submit more than one recording. 
Record on your best device, for many of you that will mean your smartphone
instead of your Chromebook. The mics on the Chromebook are fine, but most
smartphones are a significant upgrade as it relates to the mic. 
Make sure we can hear you louder than the performance track! You need to be
close to your mic. 
You must play your music from a different device than you are recording! For
example, use your Chromebook to play the track and your phone to record yourself.
If you need an extra device in addition to your Chromebook, please contact me!
Don't let that keep you from auditioning, we will get you what you need! 
You have the ability to re-record! Set yourself up for success by warming up well,
setting up your recording in a place without any distractions in the background, and
good acoustics don't hurt either! 
We can only score you based on what we see and hear. Please make sure we can
see and hear you in all videos, good lighting etc. 

INSTRUCTIONS: 

TIPS: 

RECORDING
INSTRUCTIONSvocal auditions
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DO NOT  SEND YOUR  V IDEOS  TO  ME  V IA  EMAIL  OR  SHARE  THEM THROUGH GOOGLE
DR IVE .  YOU  MAY ONLY  SUBMIT  YOUR  AUDIT IONS  THROUGH THE  F L IP  GR ID .  

TONE QUALITY

STYLE + MUSICIANSHIP

INTONATION

PHRASING + BREATH CONTROL

STAGE PRESENCE 

STRENGTH OF DELIVERY + PREPAREDNESS

25
25
20
1 0
1 0
1 0

YOU WIL L  BE  SCORED  ON:



RECORDING ON FLIP GRID

Click ADD RESPONSE when
you are ready to record. 3

Choose which video you want to record (Intro or Vocal)2

Access your group of Flip Grids in Google Classroom: 
New + 1 year members OR 2nd + 3rd year members1

When your recording is to
your liking, click next +
SUBMIT! 

4

These videos are private--the only people who will be able to
see them are the audition panel. When you have submitted,
you will not be able to edit or re-submit. Additionally, it will
look as though you are the only person who has recorded, but
you are not! I can see them all on my end. 

VIDEO RECORDINGS ARE DUE
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 30 AT 9PM

 

GOOGLE CLASS CODE
jekla42

 
 



Bass Voices
CHOOSE ONE of the following songs to prepare and record
for your vocal audition.

          
           Oh What a Beautiful Mornin' 

                    Sheet Music

                    Practice + Performance Tracks

                    Range | D3-E4

                                                               *While it does go to an E, it is only for one pitch, 
                                                                        and the rest of the song fits very comfortably in the 

                       baritone/tenor range

           Ol' Man River 

                    Sheet Music

                    Practice + Performance Tracks

                    Range | G2-E3

Sing with any style or variation that best fits your voice. Consider this part a solo and
sing freely and the way you would 'spice it up' if you were singing with your friends in the
car. 

Show us what you’ve got! Memorized is preferred but not required. Style of singing is
important! Show us the strength and uniqueness of YOUR voice, do not try to emulate
what you hear in recordings!

Perfection in the rhythm/pitch is not important in these styles (musical theatre and
pop), though singing IN TUNE is not an artistic choice! Never sing beyond the beauty of
your own voice.

We are not listening for perfection of text/rhythm/pitch - we are looking for performers.
That doesn’t mean you should block a scene for your song choice, but your face should
be showing us that you can perform on a stage singing and not look terrified! Singing
brings people JOY! Let’s see that! Even if you think you "can't sing" - I promise you can
AND that we are your biggest fans listening to you in your audition! 

WE ARE SEEKING POTENTIAL, NOT PERFECTION!

VOCAL AUDITION

1
2
OR



Bass Voices
OH WHAT A BEAUTIFUL MORNIN'

1-2-3 BREATHE

OPTION 1





PRACTICE + 
PERFORMANCE TRACKS

PERFORMANCE TRACK
Use this track to sing with on your audition recording. It's
accompaniment only. There is a 2 bar intro, just like in
the score and on the practice tracks. 

SONG EXAMPLE 1

DON'T USE ANY SHEET MUSIC, REHEARSAL TRACKS, OR
PERFORMANCE TRACKS OTHER THAN THE TRACKS LINKED
BELOW. YOU MAY NOT ALTER OR EDIT YOUR RECORDING IN ANY
WAY, SHAPE, OR FORM, NOR TRANSPOSE INTO THE KEY OF YOUR
CHOICE. YOUR AUDITION DOES NOT NEED TO BE MEMORIZED. 

SONG EXAMPLE 2

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1T4_2CUGTkSU9orWkJtIRJeSzWqSjJMwd/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1t-bbSl-NO_RlsnHjAraeH6R7DMMXYD9o/view?usp=sharing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YwH4gEzVP8c&t=43s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YwH4gEzVP8c&t=43s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ei-2lnh0HV8&t=33s
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kf6SZ2i52EhncNFwIvJY20Hloj4yP10D/view?usp=sharing


Bass Voices
OL' MAN RIVER

OPTION 2





PRACTICE + 
PERFORMANCE TRACKS

DON'T USE ANY SHEET MUSIC, REHEARSAL TRACKS, OR
PERFORMANCE TRACKS OTHER THAN THE TRACKS LINKED BELOW.
YOU MAY NOT ALTER OR EDIT YOUR RECORDING IN ANY WAY,
SHAPE, OR FORM, NOR TRANSPOSE INTO THE KEY OF YOUR
CHOICE. YOUR AUDITION DOES NOT NEED TO BE MEMORIZED.
RECORDINGS ARE LINKED IN THIS DOCUMENT.

PERFORMANCE TRACK
Use this track to sing with on your audition recording. It's
accompaniment only. There is a 2 bar intro, just like in
the score and on the practice track. 

PRACTICE TRACK 
This track is the accompaniment with an electronic piano
playing the vocal line. 

OL' MAN RIVER EXAMPLES
This is a playlist of many versions of Old Man River to
give you an idea! 

OL' MAN RIVER

https://drive.google.com/file/d/18s8jTQAaEC9M__7ZIfv8UoDCy0xDcPke/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18s8jTQAaEC9M__7ZIfv8UoDCy0xDcPke/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18s8jTQAaEC9M__7ZIfv8UoDCy0xDcPke/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18s8jTQAaEC9M__7ZIfv8UoDCy0xDcPke/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1T4_2CUGTkSU9orWkJtIRJeSzWqSjJMwd/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YLyMrmS3q3VH3Kac4Wut_nV_PNWTlSCI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YLyMrmS3q3VH3Kac4Wut_nV_PNWTlSCI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YLyMrmS3q3VH3Kac4Wut_nV_PNWTlSCI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YLyMrmS3q3VH3Kac4Wut_nV_PNWTlSCI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YLyMrmS3q3VH3Kac4Wut_nV_PNWTlSCI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YLyMrmS3q3VH3Kac4Wut_nV_PNWTlSCI/view?usp=sharing
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLfz2UHb71OA1XZBA0Ac5YYy3rig-14kRq
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLfz2UHb71OA1XZBA0Ac5YYy3rig-14kRq
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLfz2UHb71OA1XZBA0Ac5YYy3rig-14kRq
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLfz2UHb71OA1XZBA0Ac5YYy3rig-14kRq
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLfz2UHb71OA1XZBA0Ac5YYy3rig-14kRq
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLfz2UHb71OA1XZBA0Ac5YYy3rig-14kRq


You will record yourself using the accompaniment track provided.
You will do this directly on the private FlipGrid linked below. You will only be able to
access it if you have successfully joined our Google Classroom with your CUSD200
login. 
Play the performance track out loud and sing along with it, making certain we can
hear the accompaniment, too!
You should be standing up like you are in a real audition and we should see you
from the waist up.
This video cannot exceed 2 minutes - try to avoid silence at the beginning. 
Let us see your personality! 
Please do not wear a mask for your vocal audition, which means you will need to
make sure you are recording in a place that will allow you to safely record! 

LISTEN BACK TO YOUR AUDITION BEFORE YOU SUBMIT! You cannot edit after you
submit or submit more than one recording. 
Record on your best device, for many of you that will mean your smartphone
instead of your Chromebook. The mics on the Chromebook are fine, but most
smartphones are a significant upgrade as it relates to the mic. 
Make sure we can hear you louder than the performance track! You need to be
close to your mic. 
You must play your music from a different device than you are recording! For
example, use your Chromebook to play the track and your phone to record yourself.
If you need an extra device in addition to your Chromebook, please contact me!
Don't let that keep you from auditioning, we will get you what you need! 
You have the ability to re-record! Set yourself up for success by warming up well,
setting up your recording in a place without any distractions in the background, and
good acoustics don't hurt either! 
We can only score you based on what we see and hear. Please make sure we can
see and hear you in all videos, good lighting etc. 

INSTRUCTIONS: 

TIPS: 

RECORDING
INSTRUCTIONSvocal auditions
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DO NOT  SEND YOUR  V IDEOS  TO  ME  V IA  EMAIL  OR  SHARE  THEM THROUGH GOOGLE
DR IVE .  YOU  MAY ONLY  SUBMIT  YOUR  AUDIT IONS  THROUGH THE  F L IP  GR ID .  
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YOU WIL L  BE  SCORED  ON:



RECORDING ON FLIP GRID

Click ADD RESPONSE when
you are ready to record. 3

Choose which video you want to record (Intro or Vocal)2

Access your group of Flip Grids in Google Classroom: 
New + 1 year members OR 2nd + 3rd year members1

When your recording is to
your liking, click next +
SUBMIT! 

4

These videos are private--the only people who will be able to
see them are the audition panel. When you have submitted,
you will not be able to edit or re-submit. Additionally, it will
look as though you are the only person who has recorded, but
you are not! I can see them all on my end. 

VIDEO RECORDINGS ARE DUE
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 30 AT 9PM

 

GOOGLE CLASS CODE
jekla42

 
 


